The topological structure of complex networks has fascinated researchers for several decades, and today we have a fairly good understanding of the types and reoccurring characteristics of many different complex networks. However, surprisingly little is known today about models to compare complex graphs, and quantitatively measure their similarity and dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
Given two graphs G1 and G2 a natural question to ask is how similar they are. Surprisingly, today, we do not have good measures to answer these questions. In graph theory, the canonical measure to compare two graphs is the Graph Edit Distance (GED) [9] : informally, the GED dGED(G1, G2) between two graphs G1 and G2 is defined as the minimal number of graph edit operations that are needed to transform G1 into G2. The specific set of allowed graph edit operations depends on the context, but typically includes node and link insertions and deletions.
While graph edit distance metrics play an important role in computer graphics and are widely applied to pattern anal-ysis and recognition, we argue that GEDis not well-suited for measuring similarities between natural and complex networks. The set of graphs at a certain graph edit distance d from a given graph G, are very diverse and seemingly unrelated: the characteristic structure of G is lost.
A good similarity measure can have many important applications. For instance, a similarity measure can be a fundamental tool for the study of dynamic networks, answering questions like: Do these two complex networks have a common ancestor? Or: What is a likely successor network for a given network? While the topological properties of complex networks have fascinated researchers for many decades, (e.g., their connectivity [1, 20] , their constituting motifs [19] , their clustering [28] or community patterns [2] ), today, we do not have a good understanding of their dynamics over time. Based on a similarity measure for graphs we can determine the pace of change, observe the evolution of different networks, and compare them with each other. In particular we can characterize temporal aspects of local node roles and structures, and we are not restricted to global properties such as the number of edges, the diameter or connectivity.
Our Contributions. This paper initiates the study of graph similarity measures for complex networks which go beyond simple graph edit distances. In particular, we introduce the notion of centrality distance dC (G1, G2), a graph similarity measure based on a node centrality C.
We argue that centrality-based distances are attractive similarity measures as they are naturally node-oriented. This stands in contrast to, e.g., classic graph isomorphismbased measures which apply only to anonymous graphs; in the context of dynamic complex networks, nodes typically do represent real objects and are not anonymous! We observe that the classic graph edit distance can be seen as a special case of centrality distance: the graph edit distance is equivalent to the centrality distance where C is simply the degree centrality, henceforth referred to as the degree distance dDC. We then discuss alternative centrality distances and explore distances based on closeness, centrality) in more detail.
In particular, we show that centrality distances have interesting applications in the domain of dynamic network prediction. As a proof-of-concept, we consider six dynamic real world networks. We find that centrality distances provide interesting insights into structural evolution of these networks and we show that actual evolutionary paths are far from being random. From the perspective of centrality distances, the pace of evolution measured by the distance variation over time has its own characteristic for each centrality Figure 1 : Left: Local/Global Scenario: G1 is a line graph, G2 and G3 are obtained from G1 by adding a link. Right: Evolution Scenario: G1 describes a line graph, G2 describes a shell graph.
distance. This can be exploited to distinguish between fake and actual evolutionary paths with high probability. Examples. To motivate the need for graph similarity measures, let us consider two simple examples. Example 1.1 (Local/Global Scenario). We consider three graphs G1, G2, G3 over five nodes {v1, v2, . . . , v5}: G1 is a line, where vi and vi+1 are connected in a modulo manner; G2 is a cycle, i.e., G1 with an additional link {v1, v5}; and G3 is G1 with an additional link {2, 4}.
In this example, we first observe that G2 and G3 have the same graph edit distance to G1: dGED(G1, G2) = dGED(G1, G3) = 1, as they contain one additional edge. However, in a social network context, one would intuitively expect G3 to be closer to G1 than G2. For example, in a friendship network a short-range "triadic closure" [14] link may be more likely to emerge than a long-range link: friends of friends may be more likely to become friends themselves in the future. Moreover, more local changes are also expected in mobile environments (e.g., under bounded human mobility and speed). As we will see, the centrality distance concept introduced in this paper can capture such differences. Example 1.2 (Evolution Scenario). As a second artificial and very simple example, in this paper we will consider two graphs G1 and G2, where G1 is a line topology and G2 is a "shell network", shown in Figure 1 . We ask the question: what is the most likely evolutionary path that would lead from the G1 topology to G2?
Note that the graph edit distance does not provide us with any information about the likely evolutionary paths from G1 to G2, i.e., on the order of the edge insertions: there are many possible orders in which the missing links can be added to G1, and these orders do not differ in any way. In reality, however, we often have some expectations on how a graph may have evolved between the two given snapshots G1 and G2. For example, applying the triadic closure principle to our example, we would expect that the missing links are introduced one-by-one, from left to right. A similar evolution may also be predicted by a temporal preferential attachment model [20] : the degree of the most highly connected node is likely to grow further in the future.
The situation may look different in a technological, manmade network. For example, adding links from left to right only slowly improves the "routing efficiency" of the network: after the addition of t edges from left to right, the longest shortest path is n−t hops, for t < n−1. A "better" evolution of the network can be obtained by adding links to the middle of the network, reducing the much faster in the beginning: after t edge insertions, the distance is roughly reduced by a factor t.
MODEL AND BACKGROUND
This paper focuses on named (a.k.a. labeled) graphs G = (V, E): graphs where vertices v ∈ V have unique identifiers and are connected via undirected edges e ∈ E. We focus on node centralities, real-value functions assigning "importance values" to nodes v ∈ V . Obviously, importance can have vastly different meanings in different contexts, which lead to many different definitions of centralities. We refer to [4] for a discussion.
Definition 2.1 (Centrality).
A centrality C is a function C : (G, v) → R + that takes a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v ∈ V (G) and returns a positive value C(G, v). The centrality function is defined over all vertices V (G) of a given graph G. Although we here consider named graphs, we require centrality values of vertices to be independent of the vertex's identifier, i.e., centralities are unchanged by a permutation of identifiers: given any permuta-
Centralities are a common way to characterize complex networks and their vertices. Frequently studied centralities include the degree centrality (DC), the betweenness centrality (BC), the closeness centrality (CC), and the pagerank centrality (PC) among many more. A node is DC-central if it has many edges: the degree centrality is simply the node degree; a node is BC-central if it is on many shortest paths: the betweenness centrality is the number of shortest paths going through the node; a node is CC-central if it is close to many other nodes: the closeness centrality measures the inverse of the distances to all other nodes; and a node is PC-central if the probability that a random walk will end at this node is high. Formally:
1. Degree Centrality: For any node v ∈ V (G) of a network G, let Γ(v) be the set of neighbors of node v: Γ(v) = {w ∈ V s.t. {v, w} ∈ E}. The degree centrality DC of a node v ∈ V is defined as:
2. Betweenness Centrality: For any pair (v, w) ∈ E(G), let σ(v, w) be the total number of different shortest paths between v and w, and let σx(v, w) be the number of shortest paths between v and w that pass through x ∈ V . The betweenness centrality BC of a node v ∈ V is defined as: BC(G, v) = x,w∈V σv(x, w)/σ(x, w). As a slight variation from the classic definition, we assume that a node is on its own shortest path, ∀v, w ∈ V 2 , σv(v, w)/σ(v, w) = 1 and we adopt the convention ∀v ∈ V, σv(v, v)/σ(v, v) = 0.
3. Ego Centrality: For any node v ∈ V (G) of a network G, let Γ(v) be the set of neighbors of node v. Let Gv be the subgraph of G induced by (Γ(v)∪{v}). The Ego centrality of a node v in G is defined as: dEC (G, v) = dBC (Gv, v).
Closeness Centrality:
The closeness centrality CC of a node v ∈ V is defined as:
5. Pagerank Centrality: The pagerank centrality PC of a node v ∈ V is defined as:
, in undirected graphs for a damping factor d < 1 .
6. Cluster Centrality: The cluster centrality KC of a node v ∈ V is defined as the cluster coefficient of v, i.e., the number of triangles in which v is involved divided by all possible triangles in v's neighborhood. We define KC(G, v) = 0 for deg(v) = 0, and KC(G, v) = 1 for deg(v) = 1. For higher degree nodes v it holds that
, with Nv and deg(v) denoting the neighbor set and degree of node v in graph G respectively.
By convention, we define the centrality of a node with no edges to be 0. Moreover, throughout this paper, we will define the graph edit distance GED between two graphs G1 and G2 as the minimum number of operations to transform G1 into G2 (or vice versa), where an operation is one of the following: link insertion, link removal. To focus on the evolution of the topological structure of graphs and since nodes joing and leaving networks received a lot of attention under the name churn [26] , we ignore nodes insertion and removal by treating absent nodes as nodes with degree 0.
GRAPH DISTANCES
In this section we introduce introduce the framework for our centrality-based graph similarity measure.
Trajectories in the Graph of Graphs
Consider the set of all possible labeled graphs G. A subset of all possible pairs of its elements can be converted into each other by one graph edit operation. The binary symmetric relation on G with respect to GED = 1 can be viewed as a graph itself: the "graph-of-graphs" (GoG).
Definition 3.1 (Graph of Graphs (GoG )). The graph of graphs GoG(V, E) is defined by V(GoG) := G and E(GoG) := {(Gi, Gj)|GED(Gi, Gj) = 1}.
Slightly abusing notation we sometimes refer to G itself as the GoG . Figure 2 illustrates the concept.
A temporal sequence T = [G0, G1, . . . , G l ] of a dynamic network, where Gi represents the network after the i th graph edit operation, can be viewed as a trajectory in the graph of graph G.
To understand dynamic networks we can thus study the properties of trajectories in the GoG . a)
The graph-of-graph GoG connects named networks (represented as stars). Two networks are neighboring iff they differ by a graph edit distance of one. The centrality distance defines a distance for each pair of neighboring graphs. b) Two possible evolutionary paths from a line graph G1 to a shell graph G2.
Note that the minimal number of hops between two nodes of the GoG is the graph edit distance GED. In other words The order in which the minimal number of graph edit operations are executed is irrelevant when considering GED. Consider two GoG trajectories representing the dynamism of a networks. E.g., an incremental (left) and a dichotomic (right) path to go from GL to GS as depicted in Figure 2 b). With respect to GED the cost of moving from GL to GS on all minimal GoG trajectories in Figure 2 is equivalent. Intuitively however, not all trajectories are equally likely for dynamic networks, as the structural roles that nodes in networks have are often preserved and do not change arbitrarily. Clearly, studying this distance measure thus cannot help us to understand how structural properties of graphs evolve. Observation 1. The graph edit distance GED does not provide much insights into graph evolution paths: essentially all paths on the GoG have the same costs.
One way to capture the relation between graphs in a more detailed manner is to assign different weights (or costs) to the edges of the GoG . Using such weights as lengths we can then compute the distance between two graphs as the length of the shortest path on the GoG . To have a meaningful similarity measure for G it hence suffices to define a suitable function f comparing graphs with GED 1.
Definition 3.2 (GoG Distance between Graphs).
For a cost function f : E(GoG) → R + the GoG distance d f between two graphs Gi, Gj ∈ G is defined by
where PG 1 ,G 2 represents the set of all possible paths between Gi and Gj on GoG and Pi denotes the i th graph on path P .
Centrality Distance
Due to their properties, cost functions based on the absolute norm of centrality vectors are ideal candidates for GoG distance.
Let us consider two graphs G1, G2 which are neighbors in G, i.e., their GED equals one. For a centrality C, we define the length of the edge between G1 and G2 in the GoG to be the sum of the node-wise difference of the two centrality vectors C(G1), C(G2). For pairs of non-neighboring graphs, i.e., GED(G1, G2) > 1, the centrality distance is the length of the shortest path between G1 and G2 in G.
Definition 3.3 (Centrality Distance).
Given a centrality C and we define the centrality distance dC to be the GoG distance derived from the cost function costC : E(GoG) → R 2 , where
A centrality distance dC and G form a metric space (dC , G) for major centralities. Thus the resulting structure supports the formal study with existing algorithmic tools. To this end it is necessary to introduce the notion of sensitivity for centralities.
Definition 3.4 (Sensitive Centrality).
A centrality C is sensitive if any single edge modification of any graph G changes the centrality value of at least one node of G. Formally, a centrality C is sensitive iff
where G \ {e} is the result of removing edge e from G. Proof. Let G ∈ G, and e = (u, v) ∈ E(G).
Betweenness centrality: Recall our slightly changed definition of betweenness. In G \ {e}, all shortest paths are at least as long as in G, and the shortest path between u and v has increased at least one unit: BC is sensitive.
Ego centrality: The definition of this centrality for a node v ∈ G is based on the betweeness on a subgraph of G. The union of these subgraphs equals G and for each change in G at least one of its subgraphs hence changes as well. It thus must hold that the ego centrality is sensitive because BC is sensitive.
Closeness centrality:
G\{e}, all distances are greater or equal than in G, and strictly greater for the couple (u, v): CC is sensitive.
Pagerank centrality: Proof by contradiction. Without loss of generality let us consider the two graphs G and G having the same pagerank vector, where G does not have an edge between node 1 and 2, while G does. All other edges are the same in G and G . The pagerank vector of a graph can be computed as the normalized Eigenvector belonging to the largest Eigenvalue of the following matrix [22, 10] 
Because the second element of this vector is positive and all elements of pr are strictly positive we have a contradiction. As a consequence no two graphs with edit distance 1 can share the same pagerank vector. Note that the sensitivity is maintained even though the convention adopted in this paper which assigns nodes without edges a centrality value of 0 is not standard for pagerank centrality.
Clustering centrality: Let G, G = G ∪ {i, j} two neighboring graphs in G. We denote by N G v and k G v the neighbor set and degree of node v in graph G respectively. There are three mutually exclusive cases to consider.
Observe that i's or j's clustering centrality necessarily change in the 3 possible cases (k
is 1 afterwards and hence KC(G, i) < KC(G , i). In the second case, no triangles with node i are created and thus KC(G, i) = 1 while KC(G , i) = 0. In the third case, k Proof. We show that dC meets all conditions for a metric function on G:
Separation: ∀G1, G2 ∈ G, dC (G1, G2) ≥ 0 since all summands are non-negative.
For the sake of contradiction, assume C is not sensitive:
, and therefore dC (G, G \ {e}) = 0 with G = G \ {e}: dC is not a metric.
Triangle inequality: Observe that the neighbor-based dC definition associates each edge of G with a strictly positive weight. The multi-hop distance dC is the weighted shortest path in G given those weights. Since the weighted shortest path obeys the triangle inequality for strictly positive weights, dC does as well.
In general, the cost-based lengths of paths of the same hop length between two vertices on the GoG can have much variation depending on the order of edge additions and removals. However, for monotonic centralities the order of graph edit operations is irrelevant if there are either additions only or removals only.
Definition 3.7 (Monotonic Centrality
Using this definition we can prove that for a monotonic centrality, C the shortest paths in the GoG between a subgraph and its supergraph based on dC , is also a topological shortest path in the GoG .
Theorem 3.8. Let C be a monotonic centrality and G1 and G2 two graphs in G such that E(G1) ⊂ E(G2). Then all topological shortest paths are have the same lengths with respect to the centrality distance dC .
Proof. Let P be a topological shortest path connecting G1 and G2: |P | = dGED(G1, G2). Since E(G1) ⊂ E(G2), P contains only edge additions to G1, where |P | denotes the path length. Due to the monoticity of the centrality it holds that |C(Pi,
Therefore:
The sum of the closeness distances on this path P is hence the exact centrality distance, for any such path P : all shortest paths are equivalent for dC in this case.
Examples of monotonic centralities are degree and closeness centralities, while pagerank and clustering are not monotonic.
The inclusion property is a relevant property in many temporal networks, e.g., networks where links do not age (e.g. if an edge denotes that u has met/traveled/cited v). As we will later this property has beneficial implications for the computation of GoG distances.
An even stronger property is exhibited by the degree centrality induced distance dDC(G1, G2): the distance between two graphs simply counts the number of different edges. Therefore we can make the simple observation that the number of graph edit operations is equivalent to the node-wise differences in the centrality vectors.
Observation 2. The graph edit distance is equivalent to the degree distance, i.e., dGED ≡ dDC.
Illustrative Example
To illustrate the concepts, we will follow the example of a topological evolution changing a line graph into a shell graph (depicted in Figure 2 (right) ). This figure shows two different paths: A incrementally connects node v1 to node vi for i = 3, . . . , n, whereas path B dichotomically connects vi to nodes vn, v n/2 , v 3n/4 , v n/4 , v 7n/8 , v 5n/8 , . . . . Both define a different path in G from GL to GS. At each evolution step, the closeness centrality-induced distance between Gi and Gi−1 is computed.
To give some intuition of the closeness distance, Figure 6 plots the evolution of the distance terms over time for two different paths in G. It shows that the closeness distance of each evolution step for the two paths is very different in each step. As we can see, in the dichotomic order, first longer links are added, while the first incremental steps are more or less stable.
The dichotomic path has the larger impact on the dynamic graph's shortest path distances. This indicates that the closeness distance could even be used for "greedy routing", in the sense that efficient topological evolutions can be computed by minimizing the distance to a target topology.
The centrality distance between GS and GL is the minimal integral over all possible paths from GL to GS in G. The two paths in this example have the same integral, i.e., their length in G with respect to closeness is equal, as guaranteed by Theorem 3.8.
TEMPORAL ANALYSIS
In this section we discuss how the concepts of the graph-ofgraphs GoG and centrality distances can be used to analyze real-world dynamic network traces.
Pace of Dynamic Networks
Often data sets of dynamic networks do not provide information on the exact order of graph edit operations but are sequences of snapshots at certain points in time. In this case centrality distances provide a measure of how much networks change between snapshots with respect to centrality. In other words, centrality distances determine the pace of a network trace, the extent and the rate of its change. As we will we see when analyzing real world data, there is much variation in the pace of different data sets and different centralities.
Complexity and Approximation
Because of its graph-induced definition, the centrality distance metric comes with the drawback that it is expensive to compute for many centralities. Due to this and to the fact that for temporal networks the exact trajectory in G is not known, we propose the following approximate version: Definition 4.1 (Approx. Centrality Distance). Given a centrality C, we define the approximate centrality distance dC (G1, G2) between any two graphs as the sum of the node-wise difference of the centrality values:
Note that dC ≤ dC always holds due to the fact that the absolute norm ||1 satisfies the triangle inequality. While the approximate distance between two graphs can be far from the exact distance in the worst case, it features some interesting properties.
Let us first consider the approximate degree distance dDC. Note that unlike the exact degree distance the approximation is not equivalent to the graph edit distance. It can exhibit large variations on structurally similar graphs. For example, the approximate degree distance of two differently labelled k-regular graphs with the same number of nodes is zero, even though the graph edit distance and thus the degree distance is large. Such a gap between the degree distance and its approximation is not restricted to isomorphic graphs, an example is depicted in Figure 4 . In practice, the number of graph updates between snapshots has a big impact on the quality of the centrality distance approximation. 
On the other hand, monotonic centralities allow to describe sufficient conditions for the equivalence of a centrality and its approximation as a corollary of Theorem 3.8.
Corollary 4.2. Given a monotonic centrality C, the induced approximate centrality distance is equal to the exact centrality distance for all graphs pairs G1, G2, where E(G1) ⊂ E(G2), i.e., dC (G1, G2) = dC (G1, G2).
EXPERIMENTAL CASE STUDIES
This section studies the power and limitation of approximate centrality distances empirically, on real world data sets of temporal networks.
Datasets
We investigated the following datasets:
CaidaM This data captures the Autonomous Systems relationships as captured by the Caida project. Each of the 400 snapshots represents the daily interactions of the 1000 first AS ids from August 1997 until December 1998 [16] .
UCI The second case study is based on a publicly available dataset [21] , capturing all the messages exchanges realized on an online Facebook-like social network between 1882 students at University of California, Irvine over 7 months. We discretized the data into a dynamic graph of 187 timesteps representing the daily message exchanges among users.
Hypertext Face-to-face interactions of the ACM Hypertext 2009 conference attendees. 113 Participants were equipped with RFID tags. Each snapshot represents one hour of interactions [16] .
Infectious Face-to-face interactions of the "Infectious: Stay away" exhibition held in 2009. 410 Participants were equipped with RFID tags. Each snapshot represents 5 minutes of the busiest exhibition day [16] .
Manufacture Daily internal email exchange network of a medium-size manufacturing company (167 nodes) over 9 months of 2010 [16] .
Souk This dataset captures the social interactions of 45 individuals during a cocktail, see [12] for more details. The dataset consists in 300 discrete timesteps, describing the dynamic interaction graph between the participants, one timestep every 3 seconds [12] . Figure 5 .1 provides a temporal overview on the evolution of the number of edges in the network and the approximate degree distance. Note that the degree distance can be at most twice as high as the the maximal edge count of two consecutive snapshots. Some of the six datasets exhibit very different dynamics: one can observe the time-of-day effect of attendees interactions on Hypertext, and the day-of-week effect on Manufacture. UCI, Hypertext, Infectious and Manufacture all exhibit a high level of dynamism with respect to their number of links. This is not very surprising for Infectious, as visitors come and leave regularly and rarely stay for long, but rather surprising for Manufacture.
The density of CaidaM slowly increases, the approximate degree distance is less steady but significantly lower than the edge count. The number of days of the conference Hypertext and the fact that conference participants sleep during the night and do not engage in social activity is very evident in the second trace. The online social network UCI has a high dynamics for the first 50 timestamps, and is then relatively stable, whereas SOUK exhibits a more regular dynamics. 
Methodology
We study the question whether centrality distances could be used to predict the evolution of a temporally evolving network. Intuitively one expects from a graph similarity measure that in real-world network dynamism trace Gt is more similar to Gt+1 than other graphs.
To test this expectation, we introduce a simple methodology: For all consecutive graph pairs Gt and Gt+1 of a network trace we determine the graph edit distance (or "radius") R := dGED(Gt, Gt+1). Then we generate a set St+1 of 100 sample graphs at the same graph edit distance R from Gtuniformly at random, that is, where the edge to be added or deleted are selected uniformly.
We investigate the question whether centrality distances can help to effectively distinguish Gt+1 from other graphs Gi, in the sense that dCD(G1, G2) dCD(G1, Gi) for i = 2. Figure 6 illustrates our methodology. For most graphs under investigation and for most centrality measures it holds that the induced centrality distance between Gt and Gt+1 is lower than between Gt and and arbitrary other graph with the same distance. There are however a few noteworthy details.
Results
Even though all graphs compared have the same edit distance, the degree distance of Gt and Gt+1 is generally lower than the degree distance for other graphs. This is due to the fact that it is possible to keep the approximate degree Figure 6 : Illustration of our methodology: Given an initial graph G1, graphs Gi at a given graph edit distance d GED = R are generated uniformly at random. The actual later graph observed in the experiment is denoted by G2. We test the hypothesis that G2 is closer to G1 than other graphs Gi with respect to a certain centrality distance dC . distance low for some nodes by swapping pairs of edges in a given set. The observation one can draw from this is that when we measure the raw evolution of topologies (in terms of degree distance) we only grasp a very incomplete view of the dynamics on both datasets. Compared to a random evolution that would create the same degree distance difference, actual topology evolution leaves most of nodes importance as connectors unchanged.
When looking at other approximate centrality distances, we observe that even though the local structure changes, a different set of properties remain mostly unaltered in different networks.
For the graph series based on the hypertext and manufacturing dataset CC can be used best for predicting the next graph for a certain distance. For the other graphs the performance of CC is hard to tell from these plots, plots ranking the graphs of the same edit distance based on the induced centrality distance are more helpful, see Figure 5 .3. The radar chart in this figure present a more aggregated view. Each chart represents the ratio of snapshots for which the real approximate distance is lower than other for other random graphs at the same GED. Interestingly, this "distinction ratio" is not uniform among datasets. On CaidaM, Infectious and UCI, the ratio is high for local centralities such as PageRank and Clustering, and low for global centralities such as Closeness or Betweenness. On the contrary, Hypertext and Manufacture exhibit high ratios for global centralities and weak ratios for local centralities. Souk performs well on both local and global centralities. The difference of these behaviours show that our graphs undergo different types of dynamisms. In the light of the computational complexity of these centralities and their distinction ratio, clustering may be preferred to pagerank and closeness to betweeness. The ego centrality only provides good results for the souk dataset, in all other graphs it is outperformed by other centralities.
RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to combine the important concepts of graph distances and cen- Figure 8 : For each data set, an accuracy radar chart for the different centralities is depicted. The accuracy value is p (%) if the distance from Gt to Gt+1 is less than or equal to the centrality distance from Gt to any of the 100 random sample graphs St+1 with the same GED in p % of all rounds.
tralities. In the following, we will review the related works in the two fields in turn, and subsequently discuss additional literature on dynamic graphs.
Graph distances. Graph edit distances have been used extensively in the context of inexact graph matchings in the field of pattern analysis. Central to this approach is the measurement of the pairwise similarity of graphs. Graph edit distances are attractive for their error-tolerance to noise. We refer the reader to the good survey by Gao et al. [9] for more details.
Despite their usefulness for other application, we show in this paper that the graph edit distance fails to capture important semantic differences, and are not well suited to measure structural similarities between complex networks, especially for temporal analysis. Accordingly, we introduce a distance which is based on a parameterizable centrality.
In classic graph theory, notions of similarity often do not take into account the individual nodes. A special case are graph isomorphism problems: The graph isomorphism problem is the computational problem of determining whether two finite graphs are isomorphic. While the problem is of practical importance, and has applications in mathematical chemistry, many complex networks and especially social networks are inherently non-anonymous. For example, for the prediction of the topological evolution of a network such as Facebook, or for predicting new topologies based on human mobility, individual nodes should be taken into account. Moreover, fortunately, testing similarity between named graphs is often computationally much more tractable.
Graph characterizations and centralities. Graph structures are often characterized by the frequency of small patterns called motifs [3, 19, 29, 25] , also known as graphlets [23] , or structural signatures [6] . Another important graph characterization, which is also studied in this paper, are centralities. [5] Dozens of different centrality indices have been defined over the last years, and their study is still ongoing, and a unified theory missing. We believe that our centrality distance framework can provide new inputs for this discussion.
Dynamic graphs. Researchers have been investigating the topological structure and the mechanisms leading to them for many years. While early works focused on simple and static networks [8] , later models, e.g., based on preferential attachment [1] , also shed light on how new nodes join the network, resulting in characteristic graphs. Nevertheless, today, only very little is known about the dynamics of complex networks. This is also partly due to the lack of good data, which renders it difficult to come up with good methodologies for evaluating, e.g., link prediction algorithms [18, 30] .
Another line of research attempts to extend the concept of centralities to dynamic graphs [7, 13, 17, 27] . Some researchers ask the question how the importance of nodes changes over time in dynamic network [27] . Others defines temporal centralities which to rank nodes in dynamic networks and study their distibution over time [13, 17] . Time centralities which describe the relative importance of time instants in dynamic complex networks are proposed in [7] . In contrast to this existing body of work, our goal is to enable the direct comparison of whole networks and their dynamics, not parts thereof.
Other work focuses on the efficient computation of centralities in evolving networks, e.g., for betweeness [11] or closeness [24] . Such efforts are enablers for the temporal analysis with centrality distances as we propose them in this paper, especially when focusing on exact centrality distances instead of approximations.
A closely related direction is taken by Kunegis [15] , who also studied the evolution of networks, but from a spectral graph theory perspective. In his thesis, he argues that the graph spectrum describes a network on the global level, whereas eigenvectors describe a network at the local level, and uses these results to devise link prediction algorithms.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced the concept of representing evolving networks as trajectories in the graph of graphs GoG and how to compare graphs with similarity measures based on centralities.
We believe that our work opens a rich field for future research. In this paper, we focused on six well-known centralities and their induced distances, and showed that they feature interesting properties when applied to the use case of dynamic social networks. However there are many open questions, both on the further theoretical analysis of the proposed concepts and on the interpretation of the observed results. Regarding the first one could for example explore other centrality-based cost function. Instead of the absolute norm one could also define centrality cost functions with any other norm. Note that the sensitivity results discussed later hold for any norm, while results based on the equivalence of topological shortest paths for monotonic centralities in Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 4.2 do not hold for other norms. With respect to the application of centrality distances for the temporal analysis of complex network traces and their interpretation, a prime objective is to develop a set of models able to reproduce in-silicio the observed dynamics. Exploiting the properties of centrality distances, especially their ability to study and distinguish between similar evolutionary trajectories, opens the door to new applications, such as graph interpolation (what is a likely graph sequence between two given snapshots of a trace) and extrapolation, i.e., for link prediction.
Our experiments and their evaluation reveal that the pace of dynamic networks is not universal. Different networks need different centrality distances to describe their behavior. The edges in complex networks represent structural characteristics that are inherently connected to the roles of the nodes in these networks. These structures are maintained under changes, which explains the inertia of centrality distance which capture these properties.
This behavior can be used to distinguish between natural and random network evolution. After analyzing a temporal network trace with a set of distance centralities one can guess with confidence for future snapshots if they belong to the trace or not. Figure 7 : Approximate centrality distance between Gt and Gt+1 in dashed red lines and between Gt and 100 graphs with the same GED as Gt and Gt+1 in solid blue lines representing the mean, 95% and 5% percentile in grey. Note that the plot of the distance centralities of CAIDA uses a log scale on the y-axis for a more detailed view, while the differences between the two lines is visible with a linear scale for the other networks.
